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On the group of homotopy equivalences of a manifold

Hans Joachim Baues

The group E(X) of homotopy equivalences of aspace X is the set of homotopy classes of homotopy

equivalences X ---l> X . Tbe group structure is induced by map-composition. The group E(X), i.e. the

group of automorphisms of the homotopy type of X , can be regarded as the homotopy symmetry graup

of the space X. In the literature there has been a lot af interest in the computation of such groups,

compare for example the excellent survey article of M.Arkowitz [2].

This paper is concerned with the structure of &(M) in case M is a closed, compact, oriented manifold,

or more generally a Poincare-complex. The computation of this group ia an important step for tbe

diffeomorphism classification ofmanifolds by surgery, [40]. The group E(M) is also important for Cooke's

tbeory [17] of replacing homotopy actions by actioDB. Still there ia little known on the group &(M) in

the literature, only very specific examples are computed, see [2]. This paper contains on the one hand

general results on tbe structure of tbe group E(M), see §1, ... , §5, on the other hand our methods are

used for explicit computations, see §6, ... , §10.

Let e be a emaIl open cell of the simply connected rn-dimensional manifold M and let M=M - e be

tbe complernent. Tbe indusion f: sm-I C Nt of the boundary is the attaching map for M. Oue has

the fundamental extension of groups, see (1.3),

.
~ E(M,±f)

Here (MIM) is the subgroup of E(M) consisting of all elements which can be represented by an

orientation preserving map M ---+ M under M. This group is abelian and an E(M, ±/)-module where

E(M I ±/) is the group of elements in E(M) compatible with the attaching map up to sign. We now

describe sorne of Dur explicit computations of groups &(M) and of fundamental extensions for such

groups. For a product of apheres, sn x sn , we determine {(sn x sn) completely:

Theorem(Q.3): For n ? 1 one has the split extension of groups

where Tn ia tbe torsion subgroup of Ü2n+lsn+1 and where Gn ja the aubgroup of GI2(7L) in

(6.1). The direct surn Tn e Tn ia a G n -module in a canonical way, see (6.3). In (6.2) tbe group

Tn is listed for n .$ 10.

ThiB result haB a remarkable history in the literature which we describe in §6. Only the splitting for n

odd was missing. In (6.5) we consider the groups E(sm x sn) for rn > n. A computation of such groups
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ia achieved for certain producta sm x sn , see theorem (6.7). In fact, we censider the q-fold cennected

surn

and describe the fundamental extension for e(q sm x sn) for 2 ~ n < m :5 2n - 2, q ~ 1, in theorem

(7.9). As a special case we get tbe following solution:

Corollary(7.10): For sm X sn := EJ6 X st, EJ6 x Sr, 1 SS X 8 5 , SS X ~, SJ x [j6 I

8 10 X se one has an isomorphism of groups

Here tbe right hand eide is the algebraidy defined group in (7.8) depending ooly on the data

in tbe list of (7.10). For example for q B9 x S6 we have [ =-1, 'Ir == ~/24, r =7Z/6, ?rl =
~ /2, 11"2 = (7L /2)3 1 aod 0: 11' 0 7r =7Z /2~ 11"2 is the indusion of the first summand 7L/2

in 11"2.

For a general connected surn M of products of spheres we describe f(M), up to an extension problem,

in terms of homotapy graups of apheres, see theorem (7.6). The next result computes &(M) for.a large

dass of highly connected manifolds completely. It can be applied to the connected sum M =q sn x sn .

Theorem(8.14): Let M be an (n - l)-conneeted 2n-dimensional manifold which is

almost parallelizable, n 2:: 2. Then one has the fundamental extension

where 6M is tbe extended interseetion forrh of M aod where Tn =Tor ll2n+l (8'"'+1). This

extension is split ifin addition n is odd or n E {2, 6}. For the canonical structure of Hn (M)0Tn

a.s an Aut(6M )-module see (8.14).

In theorem (8.14) we obtain a more general re8ult for Poincare..complexes. In the final section we compare

diffeomorphismB of a manifold and homotopy equivalences; for almost parallelizable (n - l)-connected

2n-manifolds we describe the image of the canonical homomorphism

f/;: noDiff(M) -- &(M)

in terms of tbe :J -homomorphism, see theorem (10.3). For the Hopf-dimensions 4,8 and 16 we get the

following result where we do not assume that M ia alm08t parallelizable.

Theorem (9.3) and (9.5): Let M be an (n - l)-connected 2n-dimensional manifold

with n E {2,4,8}. Then oue haB the fundamental extension

[(MjM) ~ f(M) ~ Aut(6M)
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which is split for n =2. Here f(M IM) is the following E /2-vectorspace:

K er W2: H2(M) ® E /2 ----+ E /2 for n =2,

H4(M)0E/2

(Hs(M) (9 7h /2)2

(Hp,(M) 0 Z/2)3

for n:::: 4,

for n = 8, w f. 0,

for n =8, w =O.

The map W2 is given by the second Stiefel-Whitney dass of M and we set w =f:. 0 if the

intersect ion form of M is odd and w =0 otherwise. For the intricate structure of &(M IM) as

an Aut(6M )-module see (9.5).

Hence thia theorem determinee f(M) for n :::: 2 completely aud for n :::: 4,8 up to an extension

problem. The case n =2 of the theorem is the main result in arecent paper of Cochran-Habegger [18];

the computation of f(MIM) for n =2 was al ready achieved in {ll]. As a simple application we get, see

(9.1):

Corolla.rv: For tbe projective planes IRP2, ~P2t!EIP2 and for tbe Cayley plane Ca one

has the isomorphisms
&(IRP2) = 0

f( diP2) e! LZ/2

f( JHP2) ~ E/2

f(Ca) ~ 7L /2 (J) E /2

The group f(IRP') is treated in [9]. Tbe new "quadratic algebra" developed in [13] is crucial for the

proofs. Along the way we correet a collection of errors in the literature on tbe group f(M). It is

impossible to describe here aU the new reeults obtained in this paper, the theorems in this introduction

are applications and illustrations of our new techniques for the eomputation of &(M). For example we

get tbe surprising general reeult:

Theorem(3.5); Let M be an (n - 1) -connected manifold of dimension m :5 3n - 2, n ~

2, and 8SSume tbe attaching map for M vanishes under suspension, Le. Ef::.O. Then one has

an isomorphism of &( M. ±/) -modules

where E is tbe suspension homomorphism.

We also compute [(MIM) for tbe delicate dimension m =3n-l and for connected sums A1 :::: Mo#Mt .

Moreover we obtain a criterion for the existence of a splitting of the fundamental extension, see §(5).

Further applications will appear in {15].
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§(l) The fundamental extension for f(M).

Let n ~ 2 and let M be an (n-l)~connectedclosed manifold of dimension m = 2n+k or more generally

let M be an (n - l)-connected Poincare-complex of dimension m = 2n + k, Je 2: O. Poincare-duality

and homology decomposition [24] show that

(1.1 )

.
is obtained by attaching a cell em where M has the homotopy type of a finite CW-complex with trivial

(n - 1) -skeleton and dimension n + Je. For k < n we see by the Freudenthal suspension theorem that M
ia homotopy equivalent to a suspension EA wbere A ia a finite CW-complex with trivial (n - 2) -skeleton

and dim(A) =n + Je - 1; (below we mainly deal with the case Je< n or equivalently dim(M) < 3n ).

The coaction W M - M Vsm ia obtained by the contraction of the boundary of a small ceH in enl to a

point. Tbis is the usual coaction for tbe mapping cone C, of the attaching map f since by (1.1) we have

1\f =Cf' We denote by [X, VJ the set of bomotopy classes of basepoint preserving maps X --t V where

we assume that V is 1-connected and X ia weIl pointed, for example a manifold or a CW-complex. Tbe

coaetion Jl yields an action of tbe homotopy group nm(M) on the homotopy set [M, M] I

(1.2) [M, M] x ßm(M) ~ [M, M]

which carries a pair (x, Q) to x + ll' = (x, 0' )Jl. Clearly f(M) ia the subgroup of units in tbe monoid

[M, M], tbe neutral element is given by the identity 1 = 1M. Let [(MIM) be the Bubgroup of f(M)

consisting of all elements wbich can be represented by orientation preserving maps M --t M which

restrict to the identity of MI or equivalently which are maps under M. Moreover let f(M I ±f) be the

group of all pairs z = (x, e) E f(in x {+l,-l} for which z*: nm - 1M- ß m - l Msatisfies z*1 = cl.
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·Here f E llm-l M ie tbe homotopy dass of the attaching map. Wc also write c := deg Z J dearly deg Z

is determined by z E E(M) if 2/ :f. O. The next result deseribes a erueial property of tbe group E(M)

whieh we eould not find in the literature.

For a l-eonneeted Poincare-complex MOlle has the short exact sequenee of(1.3) Proposition:

groups

(a) o - E(MIM) f(M) f(M,±j) o

Rere [(MIM) is an abelian group whieh is endowed with a surjective homomorphism of groupe

(b) [(MIM) .

defilled uy 1+(0') =1M + i..a. The map i: Mc........ M ia the indusion aud + ia giveu uy tue action

(1.2). Moreover the structure of [(MIM) as a left e(M J ±/)-module in the extension (a) ean be

deseribed by tbe following formula where a = l+(a) E [(MIM) and xE [(M, ±/) l

(e) Z • a = l+(deg(z) . x_Ca»)

Proof: By the eellular approximation theorem the indusion i induees a bijection i.: [M,;1] :::;:::
[M l M]. Therefore the restriction map i-(i.. )-1: [M, M] - [M, in ja weil defined. We now define

r in (a) by r(y) == (j"(i",)-I(y), €) with y. [M] == €[M] for the fundamental dass [M] E Hn(M).

Each map C, - C, is principal in the sense of (V.2) in [8]. Therefore r is surjective and a eofiber

sequellce argument shows that (a) is exaet. Moreover 1+ is a surjeetive hornornorphisIIl by (V.1.4)

aod (V.3A) in [8]. Finally we obtain formula (e) sinee any map xE (M, MJ, with r(x) = z and

e = deg( x): sm-I - sm-I J is prineipal of the form C(e, x, H 1 G) J see (V.2.1 )[8], so that the coaction

IJ satisfiea (x V e)1J =IJ~. Reeall that :z;. a ia defined by x· a . (z)-1 . q

The fundamental extension (a) in (1.3) leads to three problems for the eomputation of &(M): First

oue has to eompute the group &(M J ±/) l then one has to compute fim Ä1 and the kernel of 1+ in (bL
and finally one has to soJve the extension problem for (a).
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§(2) Poincare-complexes of suspension-type.

•We say that a manifold or a Poin;are-complex Al is of suspension-type if the space M in (1.1) has the

homotopy type of a suspension, M~EA. For example a product sn x sm of tWQ spheres ia of suspension

type. The next lemma yields many examples.

(2.1) Lemma: Let M be an (n -1)-connected Poincare-complex of dimension m < 3n. Tben M

iB of suspension type. Moreover the connected surn Al = Mo#MI of mallifolda Afo I MI I whicb are

both of suspension type, ia again of suspension type.

By (1.3) we see tbat tbe group &(MIM) is a quotient of the homotopy group Ilm(M). We now describe

the relations for the quotient in case M ia of suspension type. To this end we need the Whitehead-product

[u, v] E [EU1\ V, X] for u E [EU, X]' v E [EV, X] aod the Jamea-HopC-invariaJlts lnß E [EU, Eß"n] for

ß E [EU, EB]. Here un ia the n-fold smash product BI\.. .AB sud the James-Hopf-illvariaut is defined

with respect to the lexicographical ordering from the left, see [7]. Moreover we use for the one point

union U V V the partial suspension , m ~ 2 ,

E: nm-leU V Vh -+ llm(EU Vvh

Here ßi(U Vvh denotes tbe kernal of r.: II i (U V V) -+ IIi(V) where r =(0,1): U VV -+ V ia tbe

retraction. Using tbe cone CU of U and the pincb map 11"0: CU -+ CUIV = EU we obtain E by the

composition
Ilm-dUVVh ~ llm(CUVV,UVV)

1("-oVl).

nm(EU V v, V) =:! llm(EU V Vh
compare (II.ll.8)[8]. Let i1 resp. J:z be the inclusion of U, reep. V, into U V V. We define the

difference operator
\7: IIm-I(EA) -+ IIm-I(EA V EAh by

\7(f) = -P'(i2 ) + r'(i:z + id
The next theorem is based on results in the book algebraic homotopy [8].

•
(2.2) Theorem: Let M be a l-connected Poincare complex of suspension type with M = EA

and let f: sm-I --+"EA be the attaching map. Then 1+ in (1.3)(b) inducee an isomorphism

&(MM =:! IIm (EA)/3 where

3 = 3M = Im \7(1, f) + Im!.

Here f.: IIm(sm-1
) --+ llm(EA) ia induced by fand \7(1, f) is the homomorphism

which is defined by tbe formulas

\7(1, f) = (EVft(~, 1)

= ~ 0 (EI) + [~, IJ( EI2/) + [[~, 11, I1(EI3/) +
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Here 1 = ll}A ia the identity of LA and the surn is taken over all summands W n 0 ('Ernf), n ~ 1,

with Wl = € and Wn := [Wn-b 1] for n 2: 2.

Clearly Wn 0 ('Ernf) is trivial if n ia sufficiently large since EA is l-connected.

Remark: Recently Aubry-Lemaire [4] showed that E(M1M) is a finite group in case M is ratio

nally formal and not rationally equivalent to a aphere, II1M == O. For exampIe if M is (71 - 1) -connected

and 2n $ dim(M) < 3n, n 2: 2, with HnM :f:. 0 then Aubry-Lemaire's result shows that [(MIM) is

finite. On the other band we also can use (2.2) in this case to obtain an explicit characterization of tbe

group E(MIM).

Proof of (2.2): We UBe the exact sequence (11.13.10)[8] for the case Y == T = *. This shows

that the subgroup i.lm \7(1, f) C IIm(M) is the isotropy group of the action (1.2) for 1M E [M, M] .

Therefore the isomorphism in (2.2) ia obtained by the equation

ImV(I,f)+Imf. = ImV(l,f)+Keri. (1)

Now K er i. is obtained by the following commutative diagram for the mapping cone Cf = M ,

Dm+1(Csm- 1 V EA, sm- 1 VEA) ~ 1I"m(sm-1 V EAh

l(1I"Jl}· lU,l).

ßm+1(C" EA) ..!... 1rm (EA) ~ llmG,

Here the bottom row is exact and by (V.7.6)[8] (where we set D =*) we see that (11",,1). is surjective

eince m 2: 3. Hence we get

(2)

On tbe right hand side we UBe the HBtou-Milnor formula for the computation of IIm(sm- 1 VEAh. Now

we show for Cl' E fim(sm- 1 AA) that [I, l] .. a E Im \7(1, f). This proves (1). For this we observe that

Cl':= Em-'lß with ß E II'l(:EA) since ~A is 1-connected. Thus we get

(J,1].a := [f, 1] 0 Em - 2ß

= [I, ß] = ±(ß, j]

= ± ([,8, I]Ef + [[ß, 1]' l]E1''lf + ... )

= ±\7(1, I)~ with e= [ß, 1]

(3)

(4)

In (3) we UBe the Barcus-Barratt formula (11.3.4)[7] and in (4) we uae the second formula for V'( 1, f)

in (2.2). This formula is obtained by the left distributivity law for f·(i2 + i 1) which is described in

(II.2.8)[7] 8J)d more generally in [19] in case A. is not a cerH-space. Here we use the rules for the partial

suspension E in section (3.1)[5]. Q

We now describe an important property of Poincare complexes of suspension type which was observed

by Stöcker, see (6.1)[38]. For this we have to use Spanier-Whitehead duality. For finite CW-complexes

U, V let

{U, V} = lim{[U, V]2?..[EU, EV]....E... ...}
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be the group of stable maps U --t V. We have the stabilization [U, V] --t {U, V}. A map u: sn --t

U 1\ V is a duality map if for any finite CW-complex X the induced function

(2.3)

is an isomorphism, see (2,5,8)[36].

ux: {U,X}

ux{f} =
-+ {sn,XI\V}

{fl\lv}{u}

(2.4) Lemma [38]: Let A be a conneeted finite CW-complex and let f: sm-I --- EA be a map,

m ~ 4. Then M = EA UJ em is a Poincare complex if and only if

is a duality map.

The lemma characterizes aH simply connected Poincare complexes of suspension type. In particular for a

Poincare complex M =EA UJ em the space EA is self dual with respect to Spanier-\Vhitehead duality.
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§(3) E-reducible Poincare-complexes.

FoBowing James [23] we shall say that a pointed space Y is reducible if there is a map f: sn - Y

inducing isomorphisms of reduced homology grOUp8 Hq for aB q ~ n. We say that Y is Er -reducible

if the r-fold suspension Ery is reducible.

(3.1) Remark: A finite complex Y IS S-reducible (stably reducible) if Y is En-reducible for

sufficiently large n, compare [3]. Using results of Atiyah [3] and Spivak [37] we have the following

implications. A Poincare-complex MisS -reducible if and only if its Spivac-normal tibration is stably

trivial. In particular a closed differentiable manifold M is S -reducible if and ooly if its normal bundle

or equivalently its tangent bundle is :J -trivial. This shows that an S -parallelizable manifold is also

S -reducible.

We now coosider E -reducible Poincare-complexes.

.
(3.2) Lemma: Let M = M UJ em be a l-connected Poincare-complex. Then the following prop-

erties are equivalent

(a) M is E-reducible, .
(b) tbere is a homotopy equivalence :EM~E{sm V M),

(c) the suspension of f ia homotopically trivial, Ef~O.

Clearly a product M =sn x sm of spheres ia E-reducible. Moreover the connected sum of E-reducible

Poincare complexes is again E -reducible. In addition we have the following examples.

(3.3) Lemma: Let n ~ 3 and let M be an {n-1)-connected {2n)-manifold which is differential, or

more generally for which M is differential. Then M is E-reducible if M ia stably parallelizable (or

equivalently parallelizable). In particular AI is E-reducible if n == 3,5,6,7 (8) ,i.e. ITo-ISO = O.

The lemma follows from (8.10)(2) below, see the remark following the proof of (8.22).

(3.4) Lemma: Let M be a simply coonected closed differential manifold of dimension m = 4 or

m =5. Then M is :E -reducible if and only if tbe second Stiefel-Wbitney dass W2 vanishes. In

particular each simply connected 5-dimensional Brieskorn manifold is E-reducible.

Tbe next result computes the group [(MIM) of the fundamental extension for a targe dass of Poincare

complexes.

(3.5) Theorem: Let M be an {n -l)-connected Poincare complex of dimension m ::; 3n - 2 and

assume M ia E-reducible. Then one has the isomorphism of &(M, ±f)-modules

where the right hand side is the image of the suspension E: IIm{M) - IIm+1{El1). More pre

cisely one has K er 1+ = K er E for 1+ in (1.3).
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This theorem is a consequence of the more general result (3.7) below. For this we use the EHP-sequence

(in its extended form if In = 3n - 2), see James [221, Baues [14]( 7.9).

For the delicate dimension m = 3n - 1 we need the following condition (*) which, in particular, IS

satisfied for E -reducible 1-connected 5-dimensional Poineare-eomplexes, see [15].

(3.6) Definition: \Ve say that I: sm-I -- EA satisfies eondition (*) if the equation

Ker[l,l].+KerE+lmUEA = IImEAJ\A

holds. Here we use the homomorphisms [1, 1].: TIm EAJ\A -- TIm EA, E: IlmEAI\A -- IIm+1E2AI\A ,

UEA: [E2A, EA] -- IlmEAJ\A, UEA(O = (€J\l A ) 0 (E'2/).

(3.7) Theorem: Let M be an (n -1) -conneeted Poineare-eomplex of dimension In = 2n +k <
3n, n ~ 2. As in (2.1) we may assume that M =EA UJ em

. If M is E-redueible and if for

In = 3n - 1 eondition (*) is satisfied for f then one haB an isomorphism

.
E(MIA1)

j

Here W is the subgroup generated by aB compositions sm~EAN ~EA, 2 :5 t :5 4, where

w t is auy t -fold Whitehead-product of thc ideutity lEA'

Proof: We eonsider the following commutative diagram where X is an (n - 2) -eonnected finite

CW-eomplex aod where U is the stabilization of j2/, whieh is a duality map by (2.4).

[E 2A,EX]

1E~

[E4A, E3 X]

1~
{EA, X} ux-...

[sm, EX J\A]

lE
[sm+1,EX J\EA] (1)

Here Ux is defined as in (2.3) and UEX earries an element € E [E2A, EX] to (e 1\ A)(Ejz/) where

Adenotes the identity 1...4.. The homomorphism E in the diagram is surjective by the FreudenthaI

suspension theorem. Moreover E 2 in (1) is surjeetive by the Freudenthai theorem for X =AI\A and

X =AJ\AI\A. We also observe that E in the diagram is an isomorphism for n > 2, for n = 2 the

homomorphism E is still an isomorphism for X =AJ\A or X =AJ\AJ\A. For n = 2 and X = A the

kernal of E i8 given by the image of

Sinee we assume EI = 0 we see by the extended EHP-sequenee that we ean write

(2)

f [1, 1] 0 U + [[1,1],1] 0 v

-10 -
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Here 1 is the identity of EA and u E Il m - 1 (EAAA), v E llm-l (EAAAAA). Only for m =3n - 1 the

element v might be nontrivial.

We have to show, that the group .1 in (2.2) coincides with the group W in the theorem. Sirrce EI =0

it is easy to see by (3) and tbe definition of .1 , that one has an indusion .1 c W. For this one ooly

needs the Barcus-Barrat formula for Whitehead-products of the form (a 0 ß, lI:A] .. In Ollr range this

formula yields

[a 0 ß, lEA] = (a, lEA](ßAA) + [[a, lEA], a]T132('Y2(ß)AA)

compare [BCC]. For example for [~, 1] in (2.2) we set C. =(} 0 ß with Q =lEA and ß =C. .

(4)

(5)

Next we show the indusion W C Im V" (1 1 f) = .1' c .1. For this we first cheek that w4
0 Cl' E .1J , see

the definition of w( in (3.7) where we set t =4. Hy definition of V" we know for any C. ={[I, 1], 1] 0 e
that

V"C. = [[[1, 1LI] 0 e, 1] 0 (E'Y2 f)

= [[[1,1], 1], 1](e AA) 0 (E,2J)

= [[[1,1], 1], l]uEx(e) with X = AAAt\A

is an element in .1'. On the other hand (1) shows, that UEX is surjeetive, hence also w 4
0 Q E :J' for

all four-fold Whitehead-products. At this point we also use the Jacobi-identity for Whitehead-products.

Now we show in a similar way, that aH w3 0 Cl' are elements in :JJ. By definition of V" we know for any

C. =[1,1] 0 e that V"c. =(6) + (7) ,

[[l,l]oe,l]o(E'Y2f) ,

[[[1,1,] 0 €" I}, 1] 0 (E,3f) ,

(6)

(7)

ia an element in :1'. Here (7) is of the form w4
0 Q' which we have seen to be in :J' tao. Therefore by

(4) the element

(6) = [(1,1], 1] 0 (e AA) 0 (E,2f)

= [[1,1],1] 0 UEX(e)

(8)

withX = AAA

JS 1D .1'. Again (1) shows, that here UEX is surjective so that aH elements w3 0 Cl' are in .JJ where

w3 = [[1, 1], 1] .

FinaHy we show that aH elements of the form w 2
0 Q He in .1'. By definition of \7 we know for any C.

that \7c. =(9) + (10) ,

[c., 1] 0 (E'Y2f) ,

{[c., I}, 1] 0 (E,3f) ,

(9)

(10)

is an element in .1'. Here we know that (10) is an element in .1J by the arguments above since we ean

use (4). On the other hand (4) shows (9) =(11) + (12),

[1,1] 0 «AA) 0 (E'2f) = [I,I]UEA(C.)

[1,1], 1]T132 0 h'2C.AA) 0 (E'2/) .
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Here we also know that (12) is an element in :7' so that therefore (11) ia in :7' toD. Using condition (*)

for f diagram (1) and (2) show that for X =A any element 1 E [sm 1 I;AI\A] is of the form

where ,\ E J{er [1,1] ... Therefore [1,1] 01= (11) + (l4),

[1,1] 0 [lEAMl 1EAi\A] 011 = [[1,1], [1,1]] 071 .

(13)

(14)

The element (14) ia of the form w 4 0 a and hence an element in .1'. Terefore also w 2 01 =[1,1] 01

is an element in :7' for aB 1. This completes the proof that ~V C :P . This proof shows that actuaBy

W =.1 = 1m \7(1, f) , see (2.2).
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§(4) Connected sums.

We eonsider the group E(MIM) 1Il ea.se M = Mo ~ MI is a eonneeted surn of rn-dimensional Poineare. . . .
eomplexes. In this ease the spaee M is the one point union 1',Jf = lwo V MI. The attaehing rnap f
of the m-eell in M is the surn f = ioto - ilft where fT is tbe attaehing map in MT and where

i T : MT C Mo V MI is the indusion, TE {O, I}. We ean use

(4.1)
. .

M = Mo UMI = (M 0 V Ald UJ em

as the definition of the eonnected surn of Poineare eomplexes.This eorresponds to the usual definition

of the eooneeted surn of manifolds. We derive from theorem (3.5) immediately the followiog "additivi ty

rule" .

(4.2) Theorem: Let Mo and MI be E-redueible (n - l)-eonnected Poincare eornplexes of di-

mension m :5 3n - 2 and let M = Mo UMI be the connected sumo Then one has tbe cannonical

isomorphism . .
[(MoIMo) EB [(MI IMd

Praof: Using (3.5) we get i'(AJlM) = Ellm(Mo V MI) = EllmMo EB EITmM I = [(MolMo) EB

[(MdMI). q

In general the additivity rule does not hold. For this we eonsider a eonneeted sum M = Mo UMI where

Mo is E-redueible and MI is not E-reclueible.

(4.3) Theorelu: Let Mo and MI be (n - l)-connected Poineare eornplexes of dimension m <
3n - 2 and let M = Mo #MI be the conneeted sum where Mo is E-redueible. The one has the

isomorphism

Here V is tbe image of the homornorphiBm

. .
whieh carries an element E€! eE [EM h A1 0] , to the eomposition (:E€) 0 (E2 fI) where ft is the

attaehing rnap of MI.

We omit tbe proof sinee a more general result also for the delicate dimension m = 3n - 1 is proved in

[15].
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§(5) The extension problem.

In the next two results we consider the extension problem in the fundamental extension for E{M) In

(1.3). For this we consider the indusion

(5.1 )
. .

El1m M C llm+IEM

aB an indusion of E(M, ±/) -modules, the action of x E E(M ,±l) on both sides being giyen by the

formula x· a =deg(x)· (Ex).(a).

(5.2) Theorem: Let M be a l-connected E-reducible Poincare-complex aod assurne E(MIM) ~

EllmM as for example in (3.5). Moreover assume the indusion (5.1) admits a retraction in the

eategory of E(M,±/)-modules. Then the fundamental extension for E(M) is spli t.

Proof: We consider the following diagram in the category of groups

E(MM
. .

~ EIIrni\1c nm+dDW)

1 1
f(M)

E E{EM)-----j.

1 1
• E' •

ffM, ±/) -----j. {+1, -l} x f(EH)

The assumptions in (5.2) imply that the upper square commutes. The lower square commutes since E'

carries x to the pair (deg(x), Ex). Both columns are extension of groups. The right hand side is split

since EM-:=.sm+ l V Eif. Henee by the retraction for (5.1) also the left hand side is split.

The next resul t ean be applied for aU (n - 1) -Poineare complexes of dimension ~ 3n - 2 .

.
(5.3) Theorem: Let M be a l-connected Poincare complex of suspension type with M = EA

aod let the attaching map of M be of the form

/ = [1 1 1) 0 u: sm-I ---+ EAI\A -----j. EA

Moreover assurne that E: [A, A] -----j. [EA, EAJ is injective and the composition

is trivial. Then there is a homomorphism s for which the diagram

.
f(u) C ffM,±/)

- 14-



commutes. Here E(u) is the subgroup of E( M, ±f) consisting of aB Ex E E(EA) with x E [A, A)

aod CExl\x)",u =±u.

Proof: For the proof we use the following explicit model WA of the 'Vhitebead product [1,1].

The advantage of WA is its naturality, see (2) below. Let CA be the reduced cone on A and let

71"0: CA - CAIA =:EA be the quotient map. Then the product 11"0 x 1ro yields the map of pairs

1ro x 11"0: (CA x CA, CAxCA) - EA x EA, EA V EA)

where CAxCA =CA x AU A x CA. Using the restriction of 71'0 x 11'"0 we get the composition

CAxCA - EA V EA ...!.. .EA (1)

where \7 is the folding map. It is dear that wA is natural with respect to pointed maps ~: A ---. B,

that is

(2)

Since we assume that A ia weH pointed we bave a homotopy equivalence h: E(AI\A)~CAxCA and it ia

weil known that wAh =[1, 1J is the \Nhitehead product. We now define the section s in (5.3) as folIows.

For x E [(u) we choose a map (1:: A -.;. A in Top· such that ~x represents the homotopy dass z.

Moreover we consider the homotopy commutative diagram in Top"

sm-I d~) sm-I

IhU ~ 1hu

CAxCA
{z CAxCA (3)-.;.

lWA lWA
EA E{z EA-

Here Hx is a homotopy ~x hu~(hu) deg(x) which exists since x E E(u). Moreover the bottom square

commutes by (2). Henee we ean define tbe principal map (with canonical G)

(4)

compare (V.2.2)[BAH]. Here s(z) does not depend on the choice of H x since we assurne [1, 1J",1+ = O.

It remains to show that s is a homomorphism, that is s(xy) = (sz)(sy). Here s(z), s(y) and s(zy)

are defined by the choices ~x, ~y and ~xy respectively. The composition ~x{y need not coincide with

€xy. The injectivity of E in (5.3), however, implies that there ia a homotopy T: <x<y'::=<xy .Now consider

the diagrams as in (3) for x, y and xy respectively. These diagrams define an element a E llm(:EA)

by the addition of tracks

(ET)WA hu . (5)

Moreover we have s(xy) ± Q =(sx)(sy). Now (2) shows that a ia of the form a =WAß with

ß = ~xHy + Hxdeg y

Hence l+o[l,lJ", =0 implies 8(ZY) = (sx)(sy).

-15 -
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§(6) Products of spheres.

We discuss the group of homotopy equivalences of a product of two spheres. We first consider the product

sn x sn . Let .us be the subgroup of G/2 (7h) generated by the matrices

this is the dihedral group of order eight (the group of symmetries of the square). Moreover let Sym be

the infinite subgroup of GI2(7Z) generated by

c:) C~) and C~1)

Then we define the group Gn , n ;?: 1, by

1ß.

n even ,

(6.1) Gn = Sym n üOo, Tl "# 1,3,7

G/2(:~) n =1,3,7

Für a matrix A = (: :) E Go we üLtaill deg(A) E {+1, -I} by

{

ad - bc if n is ood,
deg(A) =

ad + bc if n is even.

Now the fundamental extension for the group &(sn x sn) is completely determined by the following

result in which we use the torsion subgroup

(6.2)

of the homotopy grou p n2n+ 1(sn +1), n ;?: 1 ; for small values of n we use tbe resul ts of [39] to list Tn :

n 1 2 3 456 7 8 9 10

(6.3) Theorem: For n ;?: 1 ODe has the split extension

Here Tn EB Tn =(LZ EB 7h) <2> Tn is a left Gn -module by

A·(a®t) = deg(A).(A·a)~t

for A E Gn , a E 7h EEl LZ, t E Tn .
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Remark: The computation of [(SO x sn) has an interesting history in the literature. The case

n = 3 was treated by Metzler-Zimmermann [33] and the case n = 7 was considered by Sawashita

[35]. The case n = even was obtained in a paper [26), [27) by Kahn which, however, contains some odd

"misprints". A complete solution as in (6.3) did not yet appear in the literature. For UB theorem (6.3) is

an immediate consequence cf (1.3), (3.5) and (5.2).

PrüDe oe (6.3): For n =odd , or n = 2, or n = 6 the result is a special case of (8.12) below.

For n = even one can define a splitting s directly by the maps fll 12: sn x sn -+ sn x S" with

/I(Z,y) = (g(y),z) and h(x,y) = (y,x), here g: S" -+ sn is a map of degree -1. The splitting

s: L\s ---+ [(S" x sn) is given by

Next we consider the group [(sm x sn) with 2 ~ n < m. Let Gm,n be the set of alt tripies (fJ, v, €)

with JJ,V E {+l,-l} aad € E llm(sn) satisfying [Ln ,€] = 0 for the generator Ln E noS". The set

Gm,n is a group by the multiplication law:

One readily checks that Gm,n is a split extension

(6.4) 0 ---+ [(er [Ln, _l ---+ Gm,n --+- {+1, -l} x {+1,-1} -+ 0

The next result describes the fundamental extension for [(sm x sn) .

(6.5) Theorem: For 2 ~ n < m one has the extension

o -+ Hm,n ---+ [(sm x 5'") --+ Gm,n ---+ 0

Here Hm,o is given by the direct sum

Hm,n = I1m+n (sm)/[lln+lsm, Lm ] EB IIm+n(S")/[ßm+1sn, Ln]

= Ellm+n(sm) EB ~nm+n(5'") for m ~ 2n - 2 .

Moreover Ilm,n is a left Gm,n -module by

(JI, V, €) . ({ a} €B {b}) JW({(Pi'rn) 0 a} EB ((Vl. n) 0 b+e0 a})

where a E II rn+n (sm) and b E Ilm +n (sn); the curly bracket denotes the corresponding coset (or

the suspension for m ~ 2n - 2 ).

.
Proof: For M =sm x sn the group Hm,n =[(MjM) was computed independently in [10] and

[35], see also (7.6) below. Since tbe Whitehead product f =[i1 , i 2]: sm+n - 1 -- sm V sn is the attaching
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map for M oue readily obtains the isomorphism Gm,n :! f( l1, ±f) which carries (/l, v, e) to the map

x: sm V sn -----+ sm vsn with XiI =pi1 +i 2e, X i 2 =vi2 • Here we get de9(x) =Ilv. Hence the structure

of Hm,n as a Gm,n -module is now obtained by (1.3)(c) aud the left distributivity law. Q

In general the extension problem for f(sm x sn) in (6.5) is not solved. Sawashita obtained the remarkable

result

(6.6) Theorem [35]: The fundamental extension for &(33 x 55) is not split.

He also computes f(sm x 53), m ? 4, and shows that this group is a split extension if w:iE3
: llnS3 -----+

lln+3(S3) is trivial. Here W3 E ll6(S3) is the generator of ß 6 (53) = ~ 12 given by the commutator

maps of the group 53. Moreover he shows tbat the extension for &(sm x 3 2), m ? 3, is always split.

Also the extension for &(.)'1+1 x sn) is split for n:;i: 3 mod 4 and n =F 2,6 since then K er [Ln, -l = 0

in (6.4). We now use theorem (5.2) to obtain many new cases for which the extension (6.3) is split.

(6.7) Theorem: Let 2 ~ n < m :5 2n - 2 aud suppose that

is injective and the image is a direct summand. Then the fundamental extension for [(sm x sn) in

(6.5) ia split. This for example holds for ~ x S4, 56 X 55, S8 X 55, se x B6, 59 x se, 5 10 X B6 .

Proof: The assumptions imply that Elle (sm) = ß k +1(sm+1) wi th k = n+m. Hence the inclusion

(5.1) for M = sm x sn is given by

(1)

where 7Z ia geoerated by the Whitehead product [i 1 , i2 ] E ßk+l (sm+ 1 V sn+ 1 ). We now choose a

retraction R for E in (6.7) aod we define a retraction r of (1) by

r(a EB bEBt) = a EB R(Eb) (2)

where a E nk+l (sm+ 1
), bE ßk+1(SO+1), t E 7h. We claim that r is a.ctually a retraction of [(M, ±f)

modules. For this we observe that R satiafies R(E2b') = Eb' since R is a retraction of :E in (6.7). For

(Il, v, €) E Gm,n we first get

with

Here we ,have (since a = Ea1 )

r(Il, v, e)(a EB b ED t) =J-lvr(a' EB b' EB t')

a' = pa I

b' = vb + (~)a + t[Ee, VLn+d ,

t' = pvt.

(3)

R(v:Eb) + (~)a
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so that by (2)

(3) = fl.v(fl.a EB (R(vEb) + (~€)a)) .

On the other hand we get

(fl.,v,€)·r(aEBbEBt) = (J-l,v,€)(aEBREb)

= IJv(lJa tB (vREb + (E€)a)

(4)

(5)

by the formula in (6.5). This shows that (3) =(5) and hence we obtain the spli tting for E(sm x sn) by

(5.2).
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§ (7) Connected sums of products of spheres.

We describe the fundamental extension for the group E(M) where M is a connected surn of products

of spheres. For this we need the following notation:

(7.1) Definition:

is satisfied.

We say that a 1-connected CW-space X ia spherical if (i) or equivalently (ii)

(i) There is an index set Rand a homotopy equivalence

X ~ V Sr
rER

where the right hand aide is a one point union of apheres Sr =5 nr
I nr ;::: 2.

(ii) The space X has torsion free homology aod tbe Hurewicz hornomorphism h: II",X~ ii",x
is surjective.

For the graded homotopy group TI.X of a spherical space X we define the graded submodule

(7.2) (lI.X, H.X] c II",X

as folIows. Let s: li.x -----+ II.X be any degree 0 homomorphism with hs = id. Clearly s exists by

(7.1) (ii). Then [ll", X I jj.]m C TIm X is generated by all \Vhitehead products [Q' I sß] with 0' E ll. X I

ß E jj. X and ICl'I+ IßI - 1 = m. Choosing the splitting s of h by the equivalence in (7.1) (i) we get

(7.3) L[nm -n r +l (X), i r ]

rER

where i r : sn r -----+ X is giyen by the one point union in (7.1) (i) .

(7.4) Lemma: For a spherieal space X the submodule [ll.X, H.X] of IT .. X does not depend on

the choice of the splitting s above. Moreover [II .. X, H.X] is an E(X)-submodule of tbe E(X)

module II.X.

The lemma ean be proved by the Hilton-Milnor theorem. We now consider a connected surn

(7.5)

of products of spheres with q ;::: I, ar + br = m , 2 ~ br ~ ar , rE {l, ... I q}. Clearly M is spherical.

(7.6) Theorem: For a connected sum M of products of spheres as above the group E(M, ±f) is

completely determined by hornotopy groups of spheres. Moreover one has an isomorphism
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.
of [(M, ±f)-modules where the right hand side is again completely determined by the homotopy

groups of spheres, see (7.2). For example if M is (n - 1)-connected and dirn M ~ 3n - 2 we get

E(JHll1) ~ ES HJ;(i\l) ® ~ßm(Si:)
I:

The theorem shows that the group E( M) is computable up to an extension problem onee one has enough

knowledge of the structure of homotopy groups of spheres. Clearly theorem (7.6) yields theorem (6.5) as

a special case.

Proof: The Hil ton-Milnor theorem shows that t:(M ,±f) and llm (M) are determined by homo-. .
topy groups of spheres. The composition in t:(M, ±!) aod the Whitehead product iTI ll. (M) involve the

distributivity laws of homotopy theory. For this suspension, Hopf invariants and Whitehead products are

needed whieh we eonsider aB apart of tbe structure of homotopy groups of spheres. We now show, that

the first isomorphism for [(MIM) in (7.6) holds. For this we use theorem (2.2); the second isomorphism

in (7.6) is an imrnetiate consequenee of (3.5). We have

•
lvI = EA V~B where,

EA = sa 1 V V saq ,

EB Sb 1 V V Sbq •

Moreover tbe attaching map ! for M ean be chosen to be the surn of Whitehead produets

(1)

! (2)

. .
where Ur: SOl C EA C AI and ßr: Sb r C EB C kI are the inclusions. For Al

ßI = ß 2 = ß we get the difference element

by

\Tf = -i2! + (i 2 + id!
q

= L (- [i~or, i~ßr] + [(i~ + i~)Url (i~ + i1)ßrJ)
r=l

q

= L ([i~or, i~ßrJ ± [i~ßr, i~(}rl + [i~(}r, i1ßrl)
r;::l

A aod

(3)

Here iA, ia, T E {I, 2} , denote the eorresponding inclusions of EA and EB respectively. Now the

rulea for the partial suspension E show E[i~O'r, ikßr] = 0 and

q

E\T! = L([1:i~ur,i~ßrl±[Ei~ßr,i~O'r])
r;::l

- 21 -
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For E. = (!A ,!B) E [E2A V E2 B r EA V EB] we thus get

V(lr f)(€) = (EVfr(€r 1) ,
q

= L ([E,A(Ear),iBßr]±[€B(Eßr),iAUr]) ,
r=l

This implies by (7.3)

Im V(l, f) = [TI.M, iI.i!]m

Moreover Im f. C Im V( 1, f) since for the generator TJ E IImSm- 1 = 7L /2

f 0 17 = L[Q1" 1 ßr]TJ
r

= L)arTJl ßr] E [n.A~ Hi~
r

This cornpletes by (5.2) the proof of (7.6).

As an illustration of (7.6) we eonsider the exarnple of a q-fold connected surn

(5)

(6)

(7)

(7.7)

The eRBe m =n ia treated in the next section §(8) so that we assurne n '# m. We need the following

types of algebraic groups.

(7.8) Definition: Let Glq(7L) be the general linear grollp, the autornorphisrn group of zzq. For

an abelian group niet rrq =rr EIl· .. EIl Il be the q-fold direct surn and let Mq(TI) be the abelian group of

q x q-matrices €=(€;) with entries E.; E n. Then Mq(ll) and rrq are left and right Glq(ZZ)-rnodules

in the usual way. For a subgroup ll' of TI and for cE {+1, -l} with (1 +C)ll' C niet

(1)

be the subgroup consisting of all rnatrices E. with €~ E IIJ and E.; = E~: for r '# s. We now define a

group Gq(II, [l/,e:) which as a set is the produet

Gq(II,IIJ,t') = Mq(II,nJ,t:) x Glq(7L) x {+1,-1}.

The group structure is given by

Hete tM is Lhe Lrauspose of Iv! E GIq (7L). Clearly oue 118.':1 the spli t exteusioll

(2)

Glq (7L) x {+1,-1} (3)

with r(~, N,6) =(N, 6), i(€) = (E" 1, +1). Here 1 E Glq(7L) ia the neutral element. The splitting U of

r is t1'(N,6) = (0, N,6). Next let TI! and II 2 be abelian groups and let

(4)
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be a hOlIlolIlorphisIU. Then the direct SUJIl II! $ I1~ is a Gq (n l II' l [) - mod U le by the action

(5)

for a E llr 1 b E ll~. Here (4) yields the canonical extension

which carries ~ 0 a to ~ 0 a, with coordinates

(6)

(~ 0 a)~ (7)

for a = al EB ... EB aq E I1i . The action (5) defines the group Gq (II, ll' 1 f l 0) which is the split extension

(8)

Using these algebraic groupa we are now ready to describe the fundamental extension for the q -Cold

connected sum qS'" x sn .

(7.9) Theorenl: Let 2:::; n < m :::; 2n - 2 and q ~ 1. Then one has the extension of groupe

where

(1)

II IImSU ,

rr' = Kcr {[in, in].. En- 1
; IlmSU ---+ llm+n-1sn} l

III = I:IIm+n(sm) 1

II2 = I:Ilm +n (sn) .

The Gq(ß.ll', e)-module Ur E9 II~ in (1) is determined as in (7.7)(5) by the homom'orphism

which carries ~ 0 EO' to the composition E(e0 0'). Tbe extension (1) admits a partial splitting s

for which the diagram

(2)

GLq(LZ) x {+1,-1} C Gq(ll,ll',f)

commutes. Moreover the extension (1) ia split if in addition

is injective and a direct summand; hence in this case we have the isoffiorphism of groups

E(qsm x sn) == Gq(II , n', f, 0)

- 23-
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The next corollary shows explicit examples for which the computation of the group f(qSM X sn) 18

achieved completely.

(7.10) Corollary: For sm X sn = B6 X ~, Bf' X 55, SS X SS, sa X B6, Sd X ~, S10 X Bf' we

have an isomorphism of groups

E(qsm x sn) Gq(n,n',€,0)

TI 2 0

LZ2 0

LZ2 0

72 2 0

(LZ 2 )2 0

(~2)3 #0

o 0

o 0

Bf'xB4 -1 LZ2

S6 x S5 +1 LZ2

S8 X S5 +1 LZ24

S8 x se -1 LZ2

SdxB6 -1 LZ24

LZ24 0

LZ2 7Z 2

7Zs 7Z 2

S10 X fi6 -1 0 0 7Z 2 7Z 2 ffi 7Z 24 0

The list is obtained by an elaborate iuspection of Toda's book [39). For SJ x SS we obtain 0 # 0

8ince 116 E rr, 1191112 E n1 and 0 # 116 119 1112 E "2· For se x Bf' we get 0 = 0 since 1]61]7 E TI I

1I8V11 E 11 1 and 1]61171181111 = 1]6E4
(II'r/6)V11 = 1]6(~V')1]10Vll where 116(E4 I1')1]10 = O.

where n, TI', €,0 is given by the following list

sm x sn € 11 n' [[1

Proof of (7.9)

M = qsm X sn is

\Ve use the same notation as in tbe proof of (7.6). Hence the attaching map for

{
lI: sm+n-l - EAvEB ,~A=smV vsm,

= L~=l[Or,ßr] ,'E.B=snV VS",

where O'r and ßr are tbe inclusions of sm and sn respectively. "Ve identify

(1)

= f(EA)

[~A,~B] I

f(EB) I

(2)

where we use the assumption m ~ 2n - 2. For a map

(L+11,N): EAVEB -- EAvEB

with L E f(EA), N E f(EB), 1] E [EA, EB] we have (L + 1], N) E f( M, ±/) if aod only if tbe foJIowing

equation bolds, 6 E {+1 , -l},
q

2:)(J. + 1])O'r, N ßr] =
r=1

(3)

This is equivalent to (4) and (5)

r=l

q

6 E[O'j, ßj] ,
j=1

(4)

q

I)1]Or, Nßr] = O.
r=l

(5)
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For LOr =L~ L:o, and Nßr =Lt N[ßt we thus get equivalently to (4) the equations

L LjNJ =6 alld L L:N; =0 for s:/; t (6)

or equivalently

r

L

r

(7)

Next let €= N- 1 '1]. Then we have €or =L~ ß,€~ and hence (5) is equivalent to

q

o = L[€ar,ßr] = L[ß~C,ßr] (8)

Here we have

r~l r,'

aud for r < s

[ß~e;,ßr]+[ßr~:,ß,,] = [ß~,ßr]e;I\S"-l + [ßr,ß,,]CI\S"-l,

= [ß",ßr](e;I\S"-l (_1)"-1!;1\S"-1) .

(9)

(10)

Here 01\gn-1 = .l'n,m~n-10' with .l'n,m E {+l,-l} for aB a E llmS". Now (9) and (10) show that (8)

is equivalent to eE M q(n, n',E). Hence we get the isomorph ism

.
Gq(ß,ll/,c) ~ f(M,±f)

which carries (e, N, 6) to (8 t N- 1 +Nf., N). The multiplication law in [(M, ±/) satisfies

(11 )

(L + fJ, N)(L' + fJ', N') (LL' + TIV +NfJ', N N')

which shows, that (11) is an i80ffiorphism of groups, see (7.8)(2). Using the isomorphism (11) we also get

by (1.3)(c) the formula for the action in (7.8)(5). Now the proof of the first part of (7.9) is complete by

(3.5). We obtain the splitting s in (7.9)(2) by (5.3) and (7). Finally we get the isomorphism (7.9)(3) by

(5.2) similarly as in (6.7). ~
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§(8) (n - l)-connected 2n-manifolds.

We first introduce the "quadratic" algebra which indeed is needed for the metastable range of homotopy

theory, for a more extensive treatment see [13].

(B.1) Definition: A quadratic 7L -module

M (1 )

ia a pair of abelian groups M~ l M~~ together with homomorphisms IJ I P which satisfy

PHP = 2P and HPH = 2H (2)

Amorphism f: M - N between quadratic 7L -modules ia a pair of homomorphiams f = (fel fee)

which commute with Hand P respectively, feP = P fee l feeH = H Je. Let QM(m) be the category

of quadratic 7L -modules which is an abelian category. We identify an abelian group II witb the quadratic

7L -module II = (II - 0 - II), this yields the indusion M(m) c QM(m) where M(7L) = Ab is the

category of abelian groups (i.e. m-modules).

(8.2) Definition: Let A be an abelian group and let A be a quadratic m-module. A

quadratic form A - M is given by a pair of functions 0' = (O'elO'ee) where a ee : A x A - M ee

ia m-bilinear and where O'e: A - Me satisfies for a , bE A

(

O'e(a+b)

uee(a, a)

O'ee(olb)

= O'e(a) + O'e(b) + PO'ee(a , b)

= Hae(a) 1

= TO'ee(b, a)

(I)

Here T = HP -1 ia the involution on M ee 1 Le. TI' = 1. Let Homz(A , M) be the set of a1l quadratic

forms A - M, this ia an abelian group by (ael oee) + (ße 1 ßee) = (O'e +ße I O'ee + ßee). Hellce we obtain

the quadratic lIom-functor

(2)

which generalizes the classical IIom-functor of abelian groups. On the other hand we have the

quadratic tensor product

(3)

which generalizes the classical tensor product of abelian groups. lIere A @z M is the abelian group

generated by the symbols a ® m, [a, b] @ m with a l bE Alm E M~ I n E Mee . The relations are

(

(a+b)0 m

[a,a]0n

[a,b]0 n

= a 0 m + b0 m + [a, b] €I H(m)

a ® P(u)

= [b, a] 0 T(n)
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where a 0 m is linear in m and [a, b] 0 n is linear in each variable a,b alld n. \\'e point out that

A 02' M and Homz(A, M) are additive in M.

(8.3) Lemma: Let A be a finitely generated free abelian group. Then one haa the isomorphism

X: # A 0z M ~ HOffiz(A, M)

which is natural in A. Here we set # A =Hom(A, ~) .

Prüüf: For a, bE Homz(A,~) let X(a 0 m) = a = (a~1 a~~) be given as follows (z, y E A)

a~(z) = a(z)m + (a(z)(a(z) - 1)/2)PH(m)

a~~(x, y) = a(z)a(y)H(m)

Moreover X([a, b] 0 n) =ß =(ß~ I ß~~) is defined by

ß~(z) = a(z)b(z)P(n)

ß~~(x, y) = (a(z)b(y) + a(y)b(x))n

Homotopy groups of spheres yield for m < 3n - 2 the quadratic 7Z -modules

(8.4)

where H =1'2 is the Hopf invariant alld where P is induced by the Whitehead product square [l,n,l,n] ,

thatis P(a)=[LnILn]oa. In ßm{S"} weget the involution T=HP-l=(-l)n.

(8.5) Lemma: Let m < 3n - 2 and suppose X has the homotopy type of a finite one point union

of spheres S", n ~ 2. Then one has issomorphisms

which are natural in X .

Prüüf: Let a, b E ßn(X) ~ Hn(X). Then the first isomorphisffi carries a 0 m, resp. [a, b] 0 n I

to the compositions a 0 m, resp. [a, b] 0 n , where [a, b] iB the Whitehead product, m E lIm(S") ,

n E ß m (s2n-l). The second isomorphism is given by (8.3) since Hn (X) =# Ho(X) . q

In addition homotopy groups of the special orthogonal groups yield the quadratic 7Z -modules (n ~ 2)

(8.6)

together with a map

(8.7)
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in QM(~). Here Ju carnes 1 E ~ to L2n-l E TI 2n _ 1(S2n-l)::!! ~ and Jt-: TIn- 1SOn --+ TI 2n - l sn is

the J -homomorphism so that H in (8.6) coincides with Jt-~lH Jt-. Moreover P in (8.6) carries 1 E ~

to Bin wbere we use the boundary B: llnsn --+ IIn- 1(SOn) of the fibering sn =SOn+l/50n .

(8.8) Definition: Let M be a quadratic ~ -module with Mt-t- ~ ~ aod let A be a finitely

generated free abelian group (i.e. a ~ -lattice). We call a quadratic form 0: A --+ M unimodular if

the product O't-t-: A x A --+ Mu ::!! ~ yields an isomorphism DCt : A ~ # A where Da is defined by

Da(x)(y) = (Da(x), y} = au(x, y) for X, y E A.

(8.9) Remark: Let A be a Zl-lattice. Then a pre-n-space in the sense of Wall [40J is the same

as a quadratic form a: A - [ln-dSOn} I moreover this is an n-space if 0 is unimodular. Wall shows

that "almost closed differential (n - l)-connected 2n-manifolds M" stand in 1-1 correspondenee with

" n -spaces 0", n 2: 3. The correspondence carries M to a =aAl where Ou is the intersection form of

M aod where the funetion at-: IInM --+ TIn-1SOn assigns to x E llnM = IlnM tbe classifying map

of the normal bundle of an embedded sphere representing x.

We now eall two quadratic forms 0: A - M and ß: D - M equivalent iftbere exists an isomorphism

y: A ~ B with aee(y x y) = ±ß~e and at-Y =ßt- .

(8.10) Lemnls: Homotopy types of (n -1) -connected Poincare complexes M of dimension 2n are

in 1-1 correspondence with equivalence classes of unimodular quadratic forms A - n2n - d sn}
where A is a Zl-lattice! n 2: 2.

We obtain the correspondence in (8.10) as folIows. Let f be the attaching map of M =MU/ e2n and

let A =HnM = HnM . Then we have by (8.5) tbe natural isomorphism

.
n2n - 1(M) ~ A0z TT 2n-dS"} ~ Hom(#A , TI 2n-dS"}) (1)

whieh carries f to the quadratic form ßM: B --+ n2n -1 {sn} with B =# A = Hn (Äf). We call ßM tbe

extended cup product of M . One ean check that ßM =(ße I ßet-) coincides witb the invariant considered

by Kervaire-Milnor in [28]. In fact ßM is the cup product pairing H n M x H n M --+ H 2n (M) = ~

where H"M =B, that is ßt-t-(z, y) = (x U y, [MD, and ße is the cobomology operation considered by

Kervaire-Milnor I see 8.2 [28]. Wall in lemma 8 [40] shows that for a closed differential (n - 1) -connected

2n -manifold M we have

j .. aM (2)

where j ia the map in (8.7) and where DM: HnM - Rn M is the inverse of the Poineare duality

isomorphism n[M]: Rn(A'!) ::!! HnM. Here n[MJ can be identified with # Dß = Hom(Dß! Zl): # A --+ A

where Dß ia given via ßt-e as in (8.8), this ia readily ehecked by the formula (z U y, [M]) = (x, y n [M)) .

Now the correspondenee in (8.10) earries M to the quadratic form

(3)

whicb we call the extended interseetion form of M! in faet, bee in bM = (be I bt- e) ia the classical inter

section form.
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PrDDe Df (8.10): Let u: M - N be a homotopy equivalence with u .. [M] = [[N], [ E {+1, -I}.

Then we get the restriction v: if - N of u with v. f = ef where fand f' are the attaching maps.

Hence by (1) above we get for x = Hn(v) tbe equation (#xtß = eß' with ß = ßM and ß' = ßN. In

particular ßee(#x x #1:) = Eß'ee and hence D' = [xD#z with D' = DßI and D = Dß. Therefore we

get for 6 = 6M , 6' '= 6N via (3) the equations (y = z-l)

De = ße#D- 1 = ße#(EyD'#y)-1

= (E'ß'e #y)# (E'yD'#y)-1

= !3'e(# D')-l y-l = 6~y-l

On tbe other band one gets in a similar way 6u = [6~e(y-l x y-l). Hence 6e = b~x and 6ee = [b~e(z x z)

se that z is an equivalence.

The J -homomorphism (8.12) induces tbe homomorphism

(8.11)

which clearly is injective if Je is injective. Hence Q'M in (8.10)(2) is determined by DM in case Je JS

injectivej this is actually the case for n = odd or n == 6(8) , see (8.21) below. Therefore we get:

(8.12) Remark: Let n be odd or n == 6(8), n ;::: 3, and let Mb M 2 be differential (n - 1)

connected 2n -manifolds of the same homotopy type. Then for seme manifold T homeomorphic to 52n ,

MI is diffeomorphic to M2#T. If n = 3,6, MI is diffeomorphic to M 2 • This corresponds to theorem

5 of Wall [40], where Wall, however, does not treat the case n == 1(8). In this case Je is still injective as

follows from theorem 1.1 of Adams [1].

Next we determ ine the group of homotopy equivalences of an (n - I) -connected Poincare COffi

piex M of dimension 2n in terms of the classifying invariant 6M above. For this we need the

group of autoffiorphisms, Aut(6) , of a quadratic form 6 = (Se, 6ee ): A - M . This is the subgroup

(8.13) Aut(6) C Aut(A)

consisting orall automorphisrns x: A::! A that satisfy 6ez =6e and 6ee (xxx) = E'Oee with [ E {+1, -l}.

We set E =deg(x). Ir M is an abelian group we have oee = 0 so that the second equation is redundant.

On the other hand if H: Me - Mee is injective we see by the second equation in (8.2)(9) that the first

equation is redundant, that is in this case Aut(6) ={z; oee (z X z) =±6ee } .

(8.14) Theorem: Let M be an (n - 1)-connected Poincare complex of dimension 2n and let

M be E-reducible, that ia E6e = 0 where be: Hn(M) - U2n - 1S" is given by the extended

intersection form SM = (6e,6ee ) of Af . Then one has the fundamental extension

Here Tn = Torß2n+I(S"+I) is the group in (6.2) and Hn(M) ® Tn is an Aut(6M)-module by

z . (a ® t) = deg(z) . z(a) ® t for z E Aut(OM) , a E Hn(M) and t E Tn . The homomorphism
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Hn carries an element in f(M) to the induced homomorphism in homolog)'. The fundamental

extension for f(A1) above is split if in addition n is odd or n E {2, 6} .

Proof: The suspension Einduces a map (7)> :$ 3n - 2 , n ~ 2)

E = (E, 0): ßm{gn} _ TI m+l {gn+l} (1)

in QM(Zn where E e = 1: is the ordinary suspension and where E ee = 0 is trivial, eompare (8.4). Now

~ in (1) induees via (8.5) the suspension homomorphism on IIm(X) whieh is the composition

TIm(X) ~ Hn(X) ®z ßm{SU} ~ Hn+l(~X) ®z J1m+dS"~+l} ~ nm+l(~X) (2)

Here t7 is the homology suspension u: Hn(X) :=; Hn+l(~X). Therefore we see by (8.5) that M is

1:-redueible if and only if 1:6e = O. As in the proof of (8.10) we get.
Aut(6hr) ~ f(M, ±/) (3)

Here we use the naturality of the isomorphisms (8.5) and (8.10)(1). By (3) and theorem (3.5) we then

obtain the fundamental extension in (8.14). We now deduce the splitting in (8.14) from theorem (5.2).

For this we cODsider the inclusion (5.1) which via (8.5) eorresponcls to the inclusion (A = Hni!)

(4)

where is the inclusion of the image of E in (1). In esse there is a retraction T In QM(LZ) , for which

(5)

(8.15)

ia the identity, we see that (4) admits the retraction 10 r whieh is natural in A. Hence in this case the

fundamental extension in (8.14) is split by (5.2). The retraction T in (5) erists if and only if tere is a

retraction Te ofthe inclusion Eß2n (S") C ll2n+1S"+1 for whieh Te[tn+llln+l] = O. This is the ease if

and only is n is odd or n E {2, 5} I see [39].

The eonstruetion of the retraction 1 ® T of (4) in the proof above illustrates indeed the usefulness of the

quadratic tensor produet in (8.2). Our approach avoids the choiee of a basis in HnM; such a choice would

imply a mess of equations aB one ean find them in this eontext often in the literature. Also the following

eonsiderations show the clear advantages of our approach. We describe in more detail the properties

of the quadratic LZ -modules I1:Zn-1 {sn} and II n - 1{SOn}. For this we introduce the following list of

indecomposable quadratic LZ -modules.

~0 = (m ~ LZ Ef:) LZ ~ ~)

~s = (~ ~ 7L ~ 7Z)
(0 - 7L ----+ 0)
(7L/2r ~ LZ ~ 7L/2r )

LZr = (~ ~ 7Z ~ 7L)
LZ~ = (LZEf:)7L/2r ~ LZ (:cl) ~Ef:)7L/2r)

;zP = (LZ E9 LZ ~ LZ (:cl) LZ EB LZ)
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E Ab)

@2(A) = A0% ~0 A®A

S2(A) A 0% ~s A0 A/{a0 b -b@a}

A2(A) = A0%~A = A0A/{a0a}

@2(A) = A @% ~l\ A@A/{a0b+ b 0 a}

r(A) = A0%~r

p2(A) A 0% 7Z P = Ll(A)/Ll(A)3

(8.16)

\Ve have obvious quotient maps ~p ~ ~~ ~ ~r and ~~ ~ ~A in QM(~). Some of the

quadratic ~ -modules in (8.15) correspolld to weil known quadratic functors Ab --+ Ab since there are

natural isomorphisms (A

Here S2(A) and A2(A) are the symmetrie resp. exterior square. Moreover r i.B the quadratic functor of

J.H.C.Whitehead [41] which is part of the free commutative ring with divided powers [20]§13. Moreover

p2(A) is the polynomial construction given by the augmentation ideal Ll(A) and its third power Ll(A)3

in the groupring 7Z[A] of the group A. The sum JEtS ffi ~p is actually the universal quadratic 7Z

module, see [13].

(8.17) LemJua: Therc are indecomposable quadratic 7L -modules ~ , O;t as in (8.15) and abelian

groups S~, 0* such that for n ~ 2 one has isomorphisms in QM(7L)

=

More precisely we obtain the following lists in which we describe S't, O~, S*, O~ respectively. \\Te write

"g.d.s" for "generates a direct summand" and n~_l denotes the stable (n - 1)-stem. Using results of

Toda in [39J and Kervaire [29J (see Wall [40]p.171) we get:

TI2n -dS"} ~ YLr n =2

7Lf (jJ 7L /3 n=4

7Zf fB 7Z /15 n=8

(8.18) 7LA ffi 7L /2 n = 3,7

ZZS ffi 11~_1 n even, n ft. {2,4,8}

7ZA6) nS n odd, n fI. {3, 7}, [Ln, Ln] g.d.s1 n-l

(K) 7Z~ ffi n~_l /{!:O'n} 71 odd, n ft. {3, 7}, [Ln, Ln] = 2r- 10'n, O'n g.d.s

The divisibilities of the \\'hitehead square in (K) is relevant with respect to the Arf invariant problem,

see [31].

(8.19)

IIn-dSOn} = ?Lr

zzP
?LA

n=2

n = 4,8

n =3,7

7LS Ee nn-1SO n even, n fI. {2, 4, 8}

ZZ~ EB nn-1SO n add, n ~ {3, 7}
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For Tl = 4 see lemma 20.10 in [32]. \Ve reeall that by results of Bott [16] we have for n ;::: 2:

(8.20)

IIn- 1SO = 7L/2 n=:l,2(8)

On:::: 3, 5,6,7 (8)

7L n::::0(4)

There is a eanonical inclusion i~: O~ C sft whieh is the identity exept for the case (K) in (8.18).

Moreover we have the homomorpbism i~: O~ - S~ whieh is indueed by the stable .1-homomorphism

TIn -1 SO - rr~_1 . Now the map :In hetween quadratie 7L -modules in (8.7) is given by (n r;. {2, 4, 8})

(8.21) :In: IIn - 1{SO} =

For n E {2, 4, 8} the map

Iln-dSO} = =

is the canonieal surjeetion. Here 0;; - S;: is the identity for n = 2 and the quotient map for

n E {4, 8} ; the second eoordinate 0;: - S~ is given by (1,2): 7L EI) 7L - S~ for n E {4, 8} .

(8.22) Lemma: Eaeh 1:-reducible (n - 1)-eonnected Poineare complex of dimension 2n has tbe

bomotopy type of a closed manifold.

Proof: We obtain tbe suspension

by dividing out the image of P in ~ ,see (8.14)(1). This shows by inspection that K er(E) C image.1n .

Hellce the lemma js a consequence of (8.10)(2).

On the other hand we have 1:.1n = 0 if IIn -1 SO = O. Therefore K er(E) = image:In in this case and

we get by (8.20) the proposition in (3.3).

Since tbe quadratic 110m functor is additive in tbe second variable we see that the extended intersection

form 6M aod the Wall invariant UM in (8.10) yield by (8.17) quadratic fOrIns

(8.23) -
S;: ,resp.

oq
n

which w_e call the quadratic part and homomorphisms between abelian groups

I resp.

-
which we call the linear part. The automorpbism group (8.13) then satisfies
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(8.24) Proposition: Let M be an (n - l)-connected Poincare complex of dimension 2n with

extended intersection form bM and attaching map f. Then we have isomorphisms of groups

.
E(M, ±f)

Clearly we assume RoM ::f. O. The proposition follows by similar arguments as in tbe proof of (8.10).

Kahn [26],[27] incorrectlydescribes the quadratic part, resp. linear part, of bM = :J0M so tbat therefore

his definition of Aut(JlI c) in bis main result is also incorrectj the correct definition would be (8.24).

For tbe computation of f(A1IM) we need the following definitions and facts.

(8.25) Definition: Let A be an abelian group and let M be a quadratic 7Z -module. Then one

has the natural homomorphism

A0zM ..!:...... A0zM

with
H(a 0 m)

H([a, b] @ n)

P(a0 b0n)

where T = HP - 1 ia the involution.

= a0a0H(m) 1

= a 0 b0 n +b0 a 0 T( n)

= [a, b] 0 n

Let EX be a one point union of spheres sn such that Ho E..I\ = A. Then we have for n :$ 3n - 2 the

commutative diagram

(8.26)

JI- A 0 A 0 ß20S2o+1
P

A 02' nm{~qn}-
l~ l~

fIm"EX I\X
[1,l}.

fImEX-
where we UBe the isomorphism (8.5). The diagram shows that H in (8.25) correspancls to tbe James-Hopf

invariant /2 and that P corresponds to the map induced by the Whitehead product square [1,1], see

§(2). The Hopf map flm E llm+lsm = 7Z /2 , m 2: 3, is a generator which induces the following maps

between quadratic 7Z -modules, where Ell20 - 1(SO) is a subgroup of Iho S"+I.

(8.27)

We use these maps in QM(7Z) in the following result. As usual we also write A =1A far tbe identity of

A.

(8.28) Theorem: Let n ~ 3 and let M be an (n - 1) -cannected Poincare complex of dimension

2n with A = HoM and attaching map IM E A 02' II 2n - 1{sn} ~ ll2n-l(M). Then the module

f(MIM) is algebraically given by tbe isomorphism

.
[(MIM) ~ A0ß2n {sn}/:J
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where :J ia the following subgroup of A @Z' ll2n{sn} =:! 112n(M). The subgroup :J is generated

by the element (A ® 1J2n-l)(fM) and by all elements

with E. E Hom(A, A 0 7L /2). Here we use the homomorphisms

A ®z n2n - 1{S'n}~A ®A~A ® A ® 7L/2~A ®z I1 2n {lo/'}

A ®z Thn-l {sn}~A 0 7L /2 ® En2n_lsnA~. A ®z n2n {SO}

A description of [(MIM) in terms of quadratic Hom-functors is also possible by use of the isomorphism

in (8.5).

Prüüf of (8.28) \Ve llse the description of :J in (2.2) where

= Hom(A! A ® IT n +1SO)

Here fln E IIn+1SO = 7L /2 is the generator. We have the formilla

V(l , f)(E.) = E. 0 (Ef) +
E. 0 (L.f) +

[E.! 1]E,:.d

[1, 1]. (A 1\E.)1:'i'2f

Now using (8.26) we obtain the description of :J in (8.28).

For variOIlS n the group [(MIM) in (8.28) can be computed in a better way. We do this in the next

section for nE {2, 4!8}.
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§(9) Manifolds connected with Hopf maps.

We consider (n - 1)-connected Poincare complexes of dimension 2n for n E {2, 4, 8}. These are the

cases for which the Hopf invariant problem is relevant. Moreover each such Poincare complex has the

homotopy type of a topological manifold. As a first example we consider the projeetive planes. Let

IRP2, ~P2, fiJP2 be the real, resp. complex, resp. quaterionic projeetive plane and let Ca be the

Calyley plane. Recall that &(M) in Top/~ is defined with respect to maps which need not to be base

point preserving, let &(J\tft be the corresponding group for basepoint preserving maps, i.e. in Top· /:::::..

(9.1) Theorem:
&(IRP2) 0 &(IRP2)· = LZ/2 ,

&(<DP2) = LZ/2

&( fiJ P2) = LZ/2

&(Ca) LZ/2 ffJ LZ/2

Proof: For DlP2 see [9] IIIB.18. Moreover &(<DP2) is a special case of (9.3) below since for

111 = <DP2 we have [(MIM) = 0 and Aut(oM) = Aut(~) = LZ/2. For the manifolds M = QP2

aod M = Ca, however, the group Aut(OM) is trivial. In fact the attaching map of M is the Hopf

map V4, resp. 0'8, which is the generator of 7L in ß 2n - 1S" = 7L EB ~ /2 r ffJ odd torsion , n = 2r
.

Hence the extended intersectiOlI form (the quadratic part) is given by o~ = (oe, DM): 7Z ~;Z;' with

ce(1) = (1,0). Thus we get by (8.2)(1)

Oe(-1) = -oe(1) + Poee(l, I)

= -ce(!) + P(1)

= -(1,0) + (2,-1)

= (1, -1) E ;z ffJ ;Z/2 r

so that oe( -1) f:. ce (1). Therefore -1 rt. Aut(OM). Now the computation of [(M) = [(MIM) lS a

consequence of (9.6) below.

We need the definition of the characteristic element of a quadratic form, see for example p.26 [25].

(9.2) Definition: Let A be a ;Z -lattice and let ß: A x A --+ 72 be asymmetrie bilinear map

with odd determinant. Then there exista an element Wo E A with ß(x, x) =ß(x, wo) mod 2 for all x E A .

The element w =Wo ® 1 E A (9 7L /2 is weIl defined by ß and is called the charaeteristic element of ß.

For example, let ß = U: H2 Mx H 2 M ----+ 7L be the cup product pairing of a l-connected 4-dimensional

Poincare complex, then the characteristic element of ß = U is the second Stiefel-Whitney dass W2 E

H2 (M, 72/2) =H 2 (A1) 072/2 of 111.
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(9.3) Theorem:

extension

Let M be a l-eonneeted 4-dimensional Poineare eomplex. Then one has the split

Here W2: H2 (M) 0 YL/2 - YL/2 is given by the second Stiefel-Whitney class of M. Moreover

Aut(8M ) acts on Ke)'w2 by z· (a 01) = z(a) 01 for z E Aut(8M ) 1 a 01 E Kerw2.

Proof: This result was reeently proved by Coehran-Habegger [18]. Originally E(l~1IM) was eom

puted in Baues [11], clearly this group ean be derived from theorem (2.2) above. Then Quinn [34] obtained

the formula E(AlIM) ~ J(erw2 I but his proof was not eorreet. Cochran-Habegger do this calculation

again and also deseribe an intrieate homotopy theoretic proof for the splitting. If W2 = 0 we obtain a

new and short proof for the splitting by (8.14) since then M is 1: -reducible; in fact for W2 = 0 the

extension in (9.3) coincides with the one in (8.14). If W2 =1= 0 one ean use results of Freedman to describe

a splitting as folIows:

Freedman [21] shows that there is a closed topological manifold N which has the homotopy type of the

Poincare complex M. Let IIoHomeo(N) be the group of isotopy classes of bomeomorphisms of N.

Then Quion [34] proved that the natural homeomorphism

is an isomorphism; in fact I surjectivit v follows from Freedman'8 theorem (1.5) Addendum [21] aod in

jectivity ean also be proved along the lines of the proof of Kreck's result theorem 1 in [30]. Using this

isomorphism the canonical forgetful homomorphism ßoHomeo(N) - E(N) yields the splitting for the

extension in (9.3).

For a quadratic YL -module M aod an abelian group C let M 0 C be the quadratic Z -module given

by

Then the quadratic tensor product satisfies

A0Z'(M0C) = (A0zM)0C .

For example we have

7L/2

1
zP 07L/2 ~ YL/2 (1)

1 I1

;zr 0 YL/2 ~ 7L/2

Z/2

1

This quadratie Z -module is part of the following commutative diagram in QM(Z) with short exakt

rows and columns

JES @ 7L /2 >-r
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For a 7Z -lattice A the funetor A 0% _ , applied to this diagram, yields the following commutative

diagram with exaet rows and columns in Ab l see the notation in (8.16).

A f& 7Z /2 A (8) 7Z/2

li 1
S2(A 0 7Z /2)

j
P2(A) @ /Z /2

(J

A @ 7Z/2 (2)>--+ -"">-

1 1 11

A2(A0~/2) >---+- r(A) @ 7Z/2 -"">- A 0 7Z/2

Here i carries y to i(y) =y. y = {y 0 y} and j corresponds to P in (8.25) that is j(z· y) = P(z 0 y) .

For a homomorphism w E Hom(A , iZ /2) = Hom(A 0 iZ /2, ~ /2) we get the next push out diagram in

Ab with short exact rOWSj this diagram definea E4(w).

push

iZ/2 :> Im(w) >---+-

11

~ A0/Z/2

(3)

(4)11

Ea(w)

rush

S:l(A07L/2) EB A@7Z/2

1(w. ,0)

iZ/2

Here w. carries {z0Y} to w(z) .w(y) for z,y E A where we use tbe ring structure of iZ/2 = ~/2iZ.

On the other hand we use w also for the following push out diagram which defines Ea(w) for w "# O.

j$4
1

) p2(A) 0 iZ /2 EB (A 0 iZ /2)2 ~ (A 0 7L /2)2

lw.

Here w", is defined as in (3) and (1,1) carries z to z EB z. For w = 0 we get the quotient map

w. =u E9 1 EB 1: p2(A) 0 7Z /2 EB (A 0 7Z /2)2 ---+ Ea(O) = (A @ 7Z /2)3 (5)

where (J' is defined in (2). We point out that diagram (3),(4) and (5) are in the obvioUB way diagrams of

Aut(w)-modules with Aut(w) C Aut(A) defined in (8.13).

(9.5) Theorem: Let n = 4 or n = 8 and let M be an (n - l)-connected Poincare complex

of dimension 2n with extended intersection form 6M E Homz(A, ll2n-dS"}) with A = HoM.

Then 6M determines the element w = WM E Hom(A , 7Z/2) which is the characteristic dass of tbe

cup product pairing U: II n M x l/O M ---+ 7Z. Moreover 6M determines the element v = VM E

p 2(A) (8) 7Z /2 which is the reduction mod 2 of the attaching map of M. The map u in (9.4)(3)

carries v to the element O'(v) E A <&> 7Z /2 which is the Poincare dual of w. With these data we

have the fundamental extension

En(w)/{W.(V)} ~ &(M) ~ Aut(6M ) .

Here the group Eo(w)/{w",(v)} is an Aut(6M )-module via the structure of En(w) as an Aut(w)

module, dearly Aut(6M ) C Aut(w).
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lf w "# 0 then also w",(v) "# 0 since u(v) =/= O. This shows that one haB isomorphisms of ~/2-vector

spaces

(9.6) \
Hn(M)®~/2 ifn=4

E(J'vflkf) ~ (Hn (lvf)@/Z/2)2 ifll=8,w=/=0

(Hn (!I1)07Z/2)3 ifn=8,w=0

This is also an isomorphlsm of Aut(6M )-modules in esse w = O. We point out that the following 3

conditions are equivalent for M in the theorem:

(i) the interseetion form of M is even,

(ii) the characteristic dass of the intersection form vanishes, that is w =0 1

(iii) the reduction mod 2 of the suspended attaching map vanishes, that is u(v) = O.

Hence if M is E-reducible then w = O· and w",(v) = u(v) = O.

Proof of (9.5): Clearly 6M determines the extended cup product and the attaching map IM by

the isomorphisms in (8.10)(1),(2),(3). Recall that for nE {4,8} with n = 2T we have

(1)

where S* is odd torsion, see (8.18). Hence IM in (8.27) determines the quadratic part

(2)

Here we have A = HnM and # A = Hom(A,7Z) = Hn(M). By use of the following commutative

diagram we see that u(v) is the Poincare dual of w. Let z E Hom(A, 7Z). Then we get by naturality

the commutative diagram

A0A
H

AG 72;
A0q~E

A 0 7h/2<--- .............,.

1~0~ 1~01 1~0Z/2
7h07Z

H
7L 072;

Z0q~E
7h G 7h/2<--- .............,.

11 11 11 (3)

7Z ~ 7L EB 7L /2 T
(1,0)

7L/2.............,.

Here q2E is given by the composition

(4)

where E = (1,2), since Her E = Im P. Now we know that the cup product H n M x H n M .............,. 7Z

satisfies the formula

zUu = (z@y)H(tlt)
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where fZ is the quadratic part in (2). Hence by (3) and (1) we get

(Q2 X)U(Q2WO) = Q2 xU q2 x = q2(x'9x)Tl(fJ~)

= (x 0 ;Z/2)(A ® Q2E)(fZ)

= (x '9 E/2)(u(v»

(ö)

where in the first equation we use Wo E # A in (9.2) with W = Wo \&I 1. This shows that u(v) i8 in fact

the Poincare dual of W .

We use diagram (3) also in the following computation of the group :J in (8.28). The group Hom(A, A ®

E /2) in (8.28) is generated by the compositions

€= YQ2X: A --+ ~ --+ ~/2 --+ A ® 72/2 (7)

with x E # A and y E Hom(b3' /2, A (9 7L /2). By Poincare duality each element z E 7L (9 A = A is of

the form (see(5»

z = (x \&I A)HfZ (8)

We now get the following equations where we compute the generators in :J, see (8.28).

P(A ® €)H(fM) = P(A ® yq2)(A \&I x)H tM

= P(A \&I yq2)(X \&I A)H~

= P(A ® YQ2)(Z)

(9)

On the other hand we get

(10)

where Tfn.: 7L /2 = 7h /2 ® 7L /2r+1
--+ ll2n {sn} is given by (8.27). By (3) and (6) we see that

(Q2 X ® Q2 E).rZ = Q2 X U Q2WO (11 )

= (Q2 x '9 q2wo)H(flt)

= (q2 ® Q2WO)(X ® A)Il(fZ)

= (q2 0 Q2WO)(Z)

Here we also use (5) and (8). Tbus (9), (10) and (11) show that :J in (8.28) is generated by the elements

{
(A 0 rl2n-dfM

P(YQ2®A)(z) + (A'911n.)(YQ2'9w)(z) = R

and
(12)

(13)

(13b)

where y E Hom(7L /2, A 0 7L/2) 1 z E b3' ® A. We clearly have Q2WO = WM = W E Hom(A, 7L/2) for w

in (9.5). The operator P in (12) is defined for A0 TI 2n {sn} as in (8.25). Here we have

{

~p 0 7L /2 for n = 4,

(LZP 0 7L/2) EB (7L/2 EB 7L/2) for n =8,

(7L /2 $ 7L/2~7L /20.:!J7Z /2 ffi 7L /2)
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The isomorphism (13) carries the bases elements 1 EB 0, 0 €I' 1 E ~ /2 EB ~ /2 = (7Z P 0 7Z /2)/'. to SV
J
1]7,

resp. V4'T/7 for n = 4 and to SfTT/15 , resp. O"aT/Hi for n = 8. Here we have [t4, t4]T/7 = 51/117 and

[ta, la]1]15 = SO"f "115 and H V4f]7 = 117 I H O"a1115 = 11Hi. (See Prop. 2.2, Lemma 5.4, p.43 bottom 5.11,

Lemma 5.14, p.63 centre in Toda'a book [39].) For n =8 the generators of the summand ;TL/2 EB 7Z /2

in (13) are ca and Va. This description of generators shows that we get TJ20-1 by tbe composition in

QM(Z)

(14)

where we use (1) and the inclusion given by (13). On the other hand we obtain

112n S ll =
n=4

n=8
(15)

8.B follow8. We observe that 10 V5 generates 7Z/2 0 ~n7B4 and TJ4. carries this element to

SvJ1J7 = 1 EB 0 E (7L /2)2 (16)

(by p.44 center 5.9 in Toda [39]). Moreover 1 ® 0"9 generates 7Z /2 @ ~n15SS and TJR. carries this

generator to (see 7.4 in Toda [39])

1]8.(1 ® 0"9) = T/sO"g = SO"JT/15 + VA + ca

= 1 EB 0 EB 1 ES 1 E (7L /2)4

Hence we get for T/n. in (15) tbe formula

(17)

=

Using (13) we see that

{

(l,O)

(1,0,1,1)

for n =4,

für Tl = 8.
(18)

A 0 U2n {S"} {

P(A) 0 7L/2 for n = 4,

P(A) ® 7L /2 EB (A ® 7L /2)2 for Tl = 8.
(19)

Moreover the inclusion (14) shows that the first element in (12) corresponds to

(20)

On the other hand tbe second element in (12) can be described aB folIows. We first deal with the case

n = 4. Tben we have the commutative diagram

1]4.

A @7L/2
i

S2(A 0 7Z /2) j
p2(A) 09 Z/2 (21 )-- --

Iq IP

O92(A 07Z/2) = A O9A 09 Z/2
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where ji = 1}4. since a 0 Pn = [a, a] (9 n by (8.2)(4) so that 1]4. (a 01) = a 01]4.1 = a 0 PI = [a, aJ 01 =
j(a . a) = ji(a). The quotient map q carries x (9 y to the equivalence dass x· Y = {x (9 y) with

j (x . y) = [x, y] (9 1=P(x 0 y 0 1). Now the second element in (12) coincides with the following element

R where y, z E A 0 iZ /2 correspond to the elements y, z in (12).

R j(R!) with R! = y . z + i(y . w(z» (22)

The elements R! generate the kernel of w. in (9.4)(3). Hence we obtain by (20) the formula

= E4 (w)/w.(v) for n =4. (23)

A similar argument yields the resul t for n = 8. In this case we get by (18), see (g.4)(4),

R = j(y.z+i(y.w(z») e y·w(z)EBY'w(z),

These elements R generate the kernal of w. in (9.4)(4),(5) so that by (20) we get

(24)

Es(w)jw.(v) for n =8. (25)

This completes the proof of theorem (9.5).
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§(10) Remark on diffeomorohisms.

Let M be a differential manifold and let lloDiff+(M) be the group of isotopy classes of orientation

preserving diffeomorphisIIlB of M . Then we have the homomorphism

(10.1)

whieb earries an isotopy dass of a diffeomorphism h to the homotopy dass of h. Here t'+(M) is the

subgroup of orientation preserving homotopy equivalences in t'(M). We UBe the invariants aM aod f>M

in (8.10) and for a = aM or a = bM let Aut+(a) be the subgroup of Aut(a) consisting of elements x

with deg(x) = +1. By our result (8.14) we get the following theorem on the homomorphism lIt above.

In the theorem we use the diagram
s-

TT 2n (SO) --S n2n+l(~c;n+l)

where :r ie the :r -homomorphism alld where S is induced by the inclusion SOn C SOn+l . Since the

diagram comrnutes up to sign we get the weil defined homomorphism

(10.2) Tor II2n +1(SO+I)

needed in tbe following result:

Ker(Hn)
X

A C9 STInSOn
A@.1

A @ ~II2nsn~ --
1 1

TIoDiff+(M)
'i'

t'+(M)--
1H n 1H n

Aut+(O'M)
ii

Aut+(6M )>--+

(10.3) Theorem: Let M be a differential (n -l)-connected 2n-manifold, n ~ 3, which is almost

parallelizable. Then there is a commlltative diagram in which the calumns are short exact, A =
HnM.

Here Hn is given by the homology fllnetor and the inclusion W is surjective if :rn in (8.7) is

injective, i.e. for n odd or n == 6(8). Moreover X is surjective with kernel(X) ~ 82n+l / {~M}

where EM is an element in the group of (2n + l)-dimensional homotopy spheres 8 2n+1 of order

2 and depending only on M.

The homomorphism X is obtained by the homomorphism X in [30] via Poincare duality; commutativity

of the diagram follows [rom the definition of X and the definition of :r , see the proof of Wall of lemma

8 [40].

(10.4) Corollary: Ir :r in (10.2) is injective then we have K er llJ = K er X = 8 2n+1/{EM } .

Moreover if .J in (10.2) is surjective and n add or n == 6(8) then \Ir is surjective. On the other
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hand if :J = 0 in (10.2) and if n is odd or n == 6(8) then the fundamental extension for f(M)

has a splitting induced by W-.

(10.5) Remark: \Ve would like to warn the reader that the paper of Kolosov concerning W in

(10.3) (see Math. USSR Sbornik Vol. 41 (1982) N04) contains various errors, in particular his main resul t

theorem 1 contradicts results of Kreck [30] and theorem (10.3) above.
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